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Library, Palace Green, Durham
DH1 3RN. Payment by standing
order is welcomed. Forms can be
obtained from the Membership
Secretary or Treasurer. If more
members with UK bank accounts
could pay by standing order it
would considerably decrease the
amount of time spent on
administration.

AMARC MEMBERSHIP
Membership can be personal or institutional. Institutional members
receive two copies of mailings,
have triple voting rights, and may
send staff to meetings at the
members’ rate. Details and
application forms are available
from: www.amarc.org.uk.
Enquiries about membership should
be addressed to the Membership
Secretary: Ms Rachel Freeman,
AMARC Membership Secretary
The Church of England Record
Centre, 15 Galleywall Road
London SE6 3PB, e-mail:
rachel.freeman@churchofengland.
org.
Please remember to inform the
Membership Secretary of your
correct e-mail and postal address.
As Rachel Freeman will soon be
handing over the files to her
successor, please check the website
(www.amarc.org.uk) for the new
contact details.
Annual subscription rates (April–
March) are:
Personal Membership: £10
Institutional Membership: £30
(For non-sterling cheques, please
add £7 extra to cover bank charges).
Please send your payment to: Dr
Michael Stansfield, AMARC
Treasurer, c/o Durham University
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this issue, including the following
whose help or contributions are unattributed:
Claire Breay, Ragnheiður
Mósesdóttir, Peter Kidd, David
McKitterick, Martine Meuwese,
Cillian O’Hogan, Stella
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events or exhibitions.
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DEADLINE for publication in
Issue no. 65 is 1 September 2015.
Please send your articles or any
news of interest to AMARC members to the editor: Dr Ceridwen
Lloyd-Morgan, Rhos Fach,
Brynafan, Llanafan, Aberystwyth
SY23 4BG. E-mail:
c.lloydmorgan@btopenworld.com.
Images submitted should be at least
300 dpi and delivered via e-mail, on
CD, or via fileshare.

found at
www.amarc.org.uk/grants.htm.
Funding levels may vary from year
to year, but it is anticipated that the
Committee will make awards of not
more than £1000 each, and of not
more than £3000 in total each year.
Applications should comprise: a
brief outline of the project,
conference or work; its overall cost;
the grant being sought; the names
and addresses of two referees;
details of the addressee for the
cheque. Applications should be
submitted to Dr Michael Stansfield,
AMARC Treasurer, c/o Durham
University Library, Palace Green,
Durham DH1 3RN or
m.m.n.stansfield@durham.ac.uk, at
any time. They will usually be
considered at the next Committee
meeting (held in April and October)
and successful applicants will be
informed soon thereafter.
Grant recipients will be required to
submit for publication in this
newsletter a brief report (300-500
words) of the use to which the grant
was put.

AMARC GRANTS
AMARC members are reminded
that applications may be made for
projects that bring AMARC and its
activities to a wider audience and
support the stated aim of AMARC:
to promote the accessibility,
preservation and archives of all
periods in libraries and other
research collections in Great Britain
and Ireland. Typical examples are:
contributing to the costs of holding
conferences and workshops;
support for small projects such as
the web-publication of unpublished
catalogues of manuscripts;
assistance to scholars in obtaining
reproductions or undertaking
essential travel as part of projects
whose aims are in line with those of
AMARC; the provision of
equipment to facilitate access to
manuscripts; assistance with the
necessary purchase of manuscripts
and archives to benefit the AMARC
community; carrying out
conservation work on manuscripts
and archives.
HU

AMARC MEETINGS
Bloomsbury Libraries
London, 15 September 2014
Our Autumn Meeting, based at the
Wellcome Trust, opened with a
lively talk Joan Winterkorn
(formerly Head of Valuations at
Bernard Quaritch Ltd), on her
varied career, followed by a
presentation by Alice Ford-Smith
with the beguiling title ‘Walking
the Streets in the Name of Library
History’, on the historical walks
which she leads. Elma Brenner led
us on a tour of the Wellcome

Applicants must be fully paid-up
individual or institutional members,
and should read carefully the
detailed information about applying
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Library, showing us a fascinating
sample of manuscripts from the
collection, from medical recipes in
Old English and a late 12th-century
copy of Isidore of Seville’s
Etymologies, to a composite volume
(12th-14th centuries) of medical
texts formerly part of the library of
the abbey of Bury St Edmunds, a
late 17th-century volume of
medical and culinary recipes, and a
folding almanac, c. 1415-1420 (see
Newsletter no. 62, pp. 19, 35). After
lunch, we were welcomed at Senate
House Library by Karen Attar, who
outlined its history and showed us a
number of interesting items. Our
last visit was to Friends’ House,
where David Blake, Josef Keith and
Lisa McQuillen gave us an
excellent introduction to the
resources of the Quakers’ Library
and Archive
(www.quaker.org.uk/library) and to
the new online catalogue, before
returning to the Wellcome for tea.

Bovey, and Julian Luxford, before
Professor Sandler herself took the
stage to deliver a dazzling lecture
on ‘Embedded Marginalia in
Egerton 3277’. After a booksigning session celebrations
continued into the evening at a
champagne reception generously
hosted by Sam Fogg at his gallery.

AMARC Spring Meeting 2015
Canterbury Manuscripts
Corpus Christi College,
Cambridge
30 April 2015
As the Newsletter goes to press we
look forward to AMARC’s Spring
meeting, which will focus on the
medieval libraries and manuscripts
of the two great monastic
institutions of Canterbury, the
priory of Christ Church and St
Augustine’s Abbey. The speakers
will be: David Carpenter (KCL),
Christopher de Hamel (Corpus
Christi College, Cambridge),
Richard Gameson (University of
Durham), Helen Gittos (University
of Kent), Nigel Ramsay (UCL), and
Tessa Webber (University of
Cambridge). The meeting will
include exhibitions of Canterbury
manuscripts in the Parker and Wren
Libraries.

English Fourteenth-Century
Illuminated Manuscripts in the
British Library
London, 1 December 2014
Sponsored by AMARC, this oneday conference at the British
Library celebrated the publication
of Lucy Freeman Sandler’s volume
Illuminators and Patrons in
Fourteenth-Century England: The
Psalter Hours of Humphrey de
Bohun and the Manuscripts of the
Bohun Family (see p. 29). The
number of those attending wildly
exceeded expectations, bearing
witness to the affection and respect
in which Lucy Sandler is held. The
programme included memorable
papers by Paul Binski, Nigel
Morgan, Kathryn Smith, Alixe

AMARC Autumn Meeting
The Book of Kells: Rethinking
and researching a great national
treasure
Trinity College Library, Dublin
10-11 September 2015
This meeting will focus on the
Book of Kells, the world’s most
famous medieval manuscript, with
presentations on recent research
trends and techniques, and on the
challenges faced in displaying great
4
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manuscript treasures. Speakers will
include Heather Pulliam (University
of Edinburgh), Claire Breay (British
Library), Rachel Moss (Trinity
College Dublin), and Bernard
Meehan (Trinity College Dublin).
Please note the dates in your
diary. Further details will be
announced later on, but in the
meantime members are welcome to
contact Suzanne Paul, AMARC
Meetings Secretary
(sp510@cam.ac.uk) if they have
any queries.

Durham University Library Special
Collections now has a new head:
Judy Burg arrived from Hull
History Centre at the beginning of
March.

PROJECTS
Caroline Minuscule Mapping
Project
Following the award of a 2015
J.M.M. Hermans Grant by APICES
(Association Paléographique
Internationale: Culture, Écriture,
Société:
www.palaeographia.org/apices/apic
es.htm), the Caroline Minuscule
Mapping project team will
commission, edit, review and
publish 30 summary articles on the
major scribal centres and regions
that used Caroline minuscule in
Europe, c. 700–1000 AD. Articles
will contain a detailed introduction
and bibliography relating to the
letter-forms and identified
manuscripts of each centre, together
with a list of these manuscripts
(hyperlinked to a digital version
where this is available). Examples
of Caroline minuscule letter-forms
specific to each centre, where
identified and where copyright
allows, will be provided as images
taken from manuscript pages. Peerreviewed articles will be published
under open access at
http://carolinenetwork.weebly.com/
mapping-project.html. The project
is expected to be complete by the
end of 2015. A full introduction and
relevant apparatus will be provided.

PERSONAL NEWS
We send our hearty congratulations
to Ian Doyle, President of AMARC
on the well-deserved honour of
being awarded the Bibliographical
Society’s Gold Medal. The medal is
given for distinguished services to
bibliography to individuals of any
nation who have made an
outstanding contribution to the
subject, and is awarded
approximately every second year.
Christopher de Hamel, Chair of
AMARC since 2000, stepped down
in November 2014. We thank him
warmly for his sterling service and
wish him well in his future
endeavours. The Committee is
delighted to announce that his
successor, subject to approval by
members at the next AGM, will be
Bernard Meehan, Keeper of
Manuscripts, Trinity College
Dublin.
Rachel Freeman, AMARC
Membership Secretary, will be
departing on maternity leave in
July, with our grateful thanks for all
her hard work. Her successor will
be appointed shortly.

Those wishing to submit articles
and those interested in peerreviewing should e-mail Anna
Dorofeeva and Zachary Guiliano at
ad529@cam.ac.uk and
5
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zmg20@cam.ac.uk as soon as
possible for more information. Each
article will be remunerated at €50.
30 A list of centres to be
investigated, arranged by diocese, is
available on the website.
The project will also be hosting
three sessions at the Leeds
International Medieval Congress
2015, with papers from Julia Crick,
Colleen Curran, Anna Dorofeeva,
Alessandro Gnasso, Zack Guiliano,
Laura Pani and Evina Steinová. For
further details see:
www.leeds.ac.uk/arts/info/125137/i
nternational_medieval_congress.

book, which once belonged to
Duchess Mary of Guelders, is
considered one of the finest
productions from medieval
Guelders. Unfortunately, the codex,
which is now disbound, has become
so fragile and damaged after
centuries of use that it is no longer
available for consultation by
scholars or for display.
Professor Johan Oosterman of
Radboud University, Nijmegen, has
launched the crowdfunding project
so that essential and extensive
restoration can be undertaken,
allowing researchers to have access
to this important codex. Initially,
€25,000 was sought by 1 May
2015, and as this Newsletter goes to
press 94% has already been raised.
For more information, visit:
http://crowdfunding.ru.nl/projecten/
red-het-gebedenboek-van-mariavan-gelre.

BL Greek Manuscripts
Digitisation Project
The third phase of the Greek
Manuscripts Digitisation Project at
the British Library (see p. 35) has
now completed. 346 manuscripts
were digitised in this phase. In total
894 Greek manuscripts have now
been digitised in full. This includes
all the pre-1600 manuscripts, except
for a few which could not be
digitised for conservation reasons.
In addition, a selection of
significant post-1600 manuscripts
has also been digitised. The project
was funded by the Stavros Niarchos
Foundation and a number of other
donors, including the A.G. Leventis
Foundation, Sam Fogg, the Sylvia
Ioannou Foundation, the Thriplow
Charitable Trust, and the Friends of
the British Library.

DigiPal project: Dates in
Databases of Manuscripts
Representing approximate dates on
a computer is difficult, but has real
consequences when searching
databases and online catalogues. If
we search for materials dated ‘saec.
xi in.’, for example, should the
results also include material dated
‘circa 997’? If we want search
results to be sorted chronologically,
then should ‘circa 995’ come before
or after ‘saec. x/xi’? A firm answer
to these questions may not be
possible, but Peter Stokes (King’s
College London) and Matthew
Driscoll hope that what users expect
can be better understood, then
databases and online catalogues can
be designed meet our needs more
effectively. Researchers are invited

Crowdfunding for conservation
A crowdfunding project was
recently launched to raise money
for conservation work a 15thcentury prayerbook from the
northern Netherlands, held in the
Staatbibliothek Berlin. The prayer
6
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to take part in a short online survey
at
www.surveymonkey.com/s/FMS37
35. The survey is entirely
anonymous. More detailed
discussion of the problems involved
is available at
www.digipal.eu/blog/the-problemof-digital-dating-part-i/. Full results
will be published on the DigiPal
website (www.digipal.eu/) in due
course.
The DigiPal website also includes
the latest news of other projects
including the Lindisfarne Gospels
Restoration.

books and texts were used in that
period. The aim is to understand the
intellectual practices of the period
as reflected by the manuscripts. In
addition it is hoped to explore how
the developments of the culture of
writing in this period led to
developments in later periods, and
how they compare to those in other
cultures, such as the world of Late
Antiquity. The guest of honour at
the conference will be David Ganz,
author of important work on Corbie
in the Carolingian renaissance and
on manuscripts and book
production in that time. For further
details visit
http://voicesfromtheedge.huygens.k
naw.nl/?p=190. Those wishing to
attend should register immediately
by e-mail to
MarginalScholarship@gmail.com.

CONFERENCES
Anglo-Norman History Books
Trinity College Dublin
22–23 May 2015
Noticed in Newsletter no. 63
Organised as part of the ‘History
Books in the Anglo-Norman
World’ research project (see
www.tcd.ie/History_of_Art
/research/history-books.php). For
information contact Laura Cleaver
at cleaverl@tcd.ie.

Cartularies in Medieval Europe:
texts and contexts
Lisbon, Universidade de Lisboa.
11-12 June 2015
Over the last two decades,
cartularies have been seen as an
object of study in themselves, not
only for the wealth of information
they provide or for the problems of
authenticity, but as organized
‘deposits’ of memory and of control
of property. Focusing on cartularies
from the 12th-13th centuries, the
conference will explore specific
case studies, taking into account the
different ways in which medieval
institutions built their own memory.
It will also consider non-diplomatic
texts copied in or written in close
relation to the cartularies (e.g.
hagiography or historiography), and
to palaeography, codicology and
decoration. Themes will be:
Memory, archives and cartularies:

‘Namque ego suetus eram hos
libros legisse frequenter’:
Early Medieval Practices of
Reading and Writing
The Hague
3–5 June 2015
This conference is organised by the
research project ‘Marginal
Scholarship: The Practice of
Learning in the Early Middle Ages
(c. 800–c. 1000)’, which seeks to
map the phenomenon of writing in
the blank spaces of manuscripts (in
the margin, in between the lines, on
fly-leaves or inserted leaves) in the
early Middle Ages, in order to gain
a better understanding of how
7
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models and aims in the organisation
of corpora; From the archive to the
codex: the selection, organisation
and use / re-use of documents;
Cartularies and non-diplomatic
texts: hagiography, historiography,
annals; Visual Culture: decorations,
seals and signa; Analyzing and
editing: experiences, projects,
databases. Working languages:
Portuguese, Spanish, English,
French and Italian. The programme
is now available at:
http://www.bbk.ac.uk/history/archiv
es/news; enquiries may be sent to:
medievalcartularies@letras.ulisboa.
pt.

also explore other artistic domains
such as painting, illumination,
architecture and sculpture,
illustrating their flowering in Rouen
in the years 1480-1530. For
information visit
http://ceredi.labos.univrouen.fr/main/?la-renaissance-arouen-l-essor.html.
Buying and Selling: St Andrews
Book Conference
18-20 June 2015
Registration is now open at
http://onlineshop.standrews.ac.uk/browse/extra_info.as
p?compid=1&modid=2&deptid=29
&catid=19&prodid=403. Further
information at
http://ustc.ac.uk/index.php/site/conf
erence.

Les figurations visuelles de la
parole, du son musical et du
bruit, de l’Antiquité à la
Renaissance
Chartres
11–13 June 2015
The Musiconis conference will
consider how sound is conveyed
through all types of visual
representation in all visual media,
from monumental art to objects and
manuscript illumination.See:
http://musiconis.blogspot.be/2014/1
1/appel-communication-colloquemusiconis.html.

Copy-Specific Features on
Incunabula
Leicester, De Montfort
University, Centre for Textual
Studies
30 June-1 July 2015
The objective of this conference is
two-fold: to disseminate advanced
research of copy-specific features
and to facilitate further
collaboration of scholarship and
integration of data. In this
conference, copy specifics are
broadly defined as all the ‘marks’
found in individual copies: the
collation, the distribution of paperstock, stop-press correction
variants, hand-decorations, binding,
unintentional damages such as
worm-holes, traces of censorship,
and intentional marks left by
readers and both individual and
institutional owners. Speakers
include Lotte Hellinga, David
Pearson, Cristina Dondi, Kate

La Renaissance à Rouen: l’essor
artistique et culturel dans la
Normandie des décennies 14801530
Rouen, Université de Rouen,
18–19 June 2015
This multidisciplinary colloquium
organised by CÉRÉdI (Centre
d’études et de recherche
éditer/interpréter) of the University
of Rouen will focus on French and
neo-Latin literature and on
manuscripts and printed books, but
8
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Loveman, Laura Nuvoloni, Ed
Potten and Satoko Tokunaga. The
conference will include the launch
of ‘Caxton and Beyond: CopySpecific Material of English
Incunabula’, an online interface
created by Takako Kato and Satoko
Tokunaga. For information visit
http://cts.dmu.ac.uk/reading/index.h
tml; enquiries to Takako Kato
(tkato@dmu.ac.uk).

London, Senate House, Institute
of English Studies
10–12 July 2015
The conference themes will include
technologies of writing, parchment
making and codicology. Further
details are available at:
http://medievalartresearch.com/201
4/08/04/call-for-papers-bienniallondon-chaucer-conferencescience-magic-and-technologylondon-10-12-july-2015/, or contact
Dr Isabel Davis:
(i.davis@bbk.ac.uk).

Early Book Society conference
Telling Tales: Manuscripts,
Books and the Making of
Narrative
University of Oxford
2–5 July 2015
Most sessions will be held at St
Anne’s College, Oxford, with two
at the Weston Building, the new
Special Collections department of
the Bodleian Library. Online
registration is now open at:
www.oxforduniversitystores.co.uk/
browse/extra_info.asp?compid=1&
modid=2&catid=22&prodid=321.
For full conference details, visit:
www.english.ox.ac.uk/sites/default/
files/EBS-2015-registrationinformation-all-online.pdf.

‘Change’ in Medieval and
Renaissance Scripts and
Manuscripts (XIXth Colloquium
of the Comité international de
paléographie latine)
Berlin
16–19 September 2015
The draft programme, together with
general information, is now online:
www.palaeographia.org/cipl/berlin/
To register, please e-mail the
organisers at
handschriftenabt@sbb.spkberlin.de.
Produire, échanger, contrôler,
conserver: Les pratiques de
l’écrit dans les abbayes
cisterciennes (XIIe–milieu du
XVIe siècle).
Troyes, Abbaye de Clairvaux
28–30 October 2015
As part of the celebrations of the
900th anniversary of the foundation
of the Abbey of Clairvaux, this
international conference, organised
by the Conseil général de l’Aube in
partnership with the École pratique
des Hautes études, will consider the
many facets of the Cistercian world
through its written culture
associated with monastic houses for

22nd Leeds International
Medieval Congress: Reform and
Renewal
Leeds
6-9 July 2015
Full details are available at
www.leeds.ac.uk/ims/imc/IMC2015
/imc2015.html and registration is
now open at
www.leeds.ac.uk/ims/imc/IMC2015
/registration.html.
Biennial London Chaucer
Conference:
Science, Magic and Technology
9
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both men and women, from the
12th to the mid-16th century. The
programme is now available. To
register, contact Mme Claudie
Odille: claudie.odille@cg10.fr.
Publication of the proceedings is
scheduled for 2016.

Papers are invited on subjects
relating to the care and conservation
of manuscripts in the widest sense,
including, but not limited to,
conservation techniques and related
matters, curatorial, codicological,
philological and book historical
subjects and digitisation. Proposals
(500-1000 words), to be sent by 1
July 2015, should include a
preliminary title and abstract,
stating the relevance of the subject.
For further information see the
seminar website: http://nfi.ku.dk/cc/
or e-mail the organisers at
ami@hum.ku.dk.

Poésie et musique à l’âge de l’ars
subtilior (1380-1430): autour du
manuscrit de Turin, Biblioteca
nazionale universitaria, J.II.9.
Montpellier, Université PaulValéry, 3–4 November 2015
Rediscovered in the early 20th
century, MS Turin J.II.9 is of
interest to researchers in both
musicology and literature, for it
combines not only text and music
but also liturgical material and a
collection of court poetry. Themes
will include the composition,
context and transmission of the
codex; the links with Cyprus and
Padua; the interface of poetry and
music and of the western and
eastern liturgy. For further
information visit
www.fabula.org/actualites/poesieet-musique-a-l-age-de-l-arssubtilior-1380-1430-autour-dumanuscrit-de-turinbiblioteca_66727.php.

Écrire à l’ombre des cathédrales:
pratiques de l’écrit en milieu
cathédral (espace anglo-normand
et France de l’Ouest, XIe-XIIIe
siècles)
Centre Culturel International de
Cerisy-la-Salle
8–12 June 2016
Call for papers: proposals to be
submitted by 30 May 2015, see:
http://www.unicaen.fr/crahm/spip.p
hp?article795.
23rd Leeds International
Medieval Congress: Food, Feast
& Famine
Leeds, 4-7 July 2016
The call for papers will be open
from 31 May 2015. For further
details see
https://www.leeds.ac.uk/ims/imc/im
c2016_call.html.

16th International Seminar on
the Care and Conservation of
Manuscripts
Copenhagen
13-15 April 2016
The seminar, arranged by the
Arnamagnæan Institute, University
of Copenhagen, brings together
scholars, conservators, librarians,
archivists, curators and others who
work in the field of manuscript
studies, preservation and
conservation. Call for papers:

Illuminating Manuscripts: Art,
Science, Conservation, Meaning
Cambridge
8–10 December 2016
This international, crossdisciplinary conference, organised
by the Fitzwilliam Museum and the
Department of Chemistry,
10
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University of Cambridge, will
accompany the Fitzwilliam
Museum’s bicentenary exhibition
‘COLOUR: The Art and Science of
Illuminated Manuscripts’ (see
below, p. 13.). It aims to integrate
recent advances in the art historical
and technical analyses of
illuminated manuscripts with
insights offered by conservation
and contextual research anchored in
the historic realities and specific
circumstances of production.
Crossing disciplinary boundaries, it
will bring together art historians,
manuscript scholars, curators,
conservators and scientists,
encouraging exchange of ideas and
stimulating exploration of new
approaches. The conference will
bring together the fields of
illumination and painting in the
Middle Ages and the Renaissance
together not only with scientific
analyses and conservation, but also
with intellectual history as well as
painting and illumination in nonWestern traditions.
The main focus will be on Western
illuminated manuscripts, but the
conference will also include papers
on Byzantine and Islamic
manuscript production. Other
artistic media, including panel, wall
and glass painting, will also be
examined. The topics of scientific
papers will range from analytical
and conservation techniques to
branches of medieval and
Renaissance epistemology and
natural philosophy, notably theories
of light, colour, vision and
perception.
Speakers will include leading
manuscript experts, conservators
and conservation scientists from

major institutions worldwide.
Further details will be announced in
a forthcoming Newsletter.
The conference proceedings will be
published by Harvey Miller /
Brepols (London and Turnhout) in
2017.

COURSES
London International
Palaeography Summer School
Senate House, London
15-19 June 2015
The London Palaeography Summer
School is a series of intensive
courses in palaeography and
manuscript studies, held at the
Institute of English Studies, Senate
House, University of London.
Courses range from one to two days
and are given by experts in their
respective fields, from a wide
variety of institutions.
Fees: full-day course, £90; half-day
course fee: £55. Discounts for fulltime MA/PhD students and block
bookings. For full details of all the
courses, see:
http://ies.sas.ac.uk/londonpalaeography-summer-school
LIBer Summer School
University of Cassino
29 June–3 July 2015
The first Summer School organised
by LaboratorioLIBeR: Libro e
ricerca at the University of Cassino,
in co-operation with the Abbey of
Montecassino, is aimed at
Master/PhD students, scholars,
librarians and other experts or
interested persons working with
medieval manuscripts and early
printed books. Each session will be
followed by a visit to the archive at
Montecassino, where a selection of
manuscripts related to the session's
11
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topic will be presented and
analysed. For information visit
www3.laboratori.unicas.it/Libro-ericerca/SummerSchool, or e-mail
liberschool@unicas.it.

and other book artisans). Brief
presentations will be followed by
ample time for discussion amongst
the speakers and other participants.
For information contact Sarah
Läseke, Leiden University
(s.l.laseke@umail.leidenuniv.nl).

LECTURES & SEMINARS

EXHIBITIONS

Medieval Manuscripts Seminar
Dr Seng T. Lee Centre, Senate
House, University of London
The next seminar in the series will
be held at 5.30 pm on 12 May 2015:
Elizabeth Duncan (Independent
scholar), ‘Contextualising London,
Lambeth Palace Library, MS. 1230:
Late Celtic Script and its
Descendants’; wine reception
afterwards. Organiser: Julia Crick
(julia.crick@kcl.ac.uk). Details at
http://londonpaleographygroup.wee
bly.com/graduate-seminarseries.html.

Information has been drawn from
press-releases and websites as well
as contributions from our members
and colleagues. Please check
opening dates and times and other
details before travelling as these
may vary from those given here.
ABERYSTWYTH, NATIONAL
LIBRARY OF WALES
Publisher and plunderer? Sir
John Prise and the first Welsh
books
31 January–27 June 2015
As notary public and civil servant,
Sir John Prise (1501/2-1555) was
responsible for interrogating rebels
and traitors, administering the
King’s first divorce, and ensuring
that Henry VIII benefitted from the
proceeds of dissolved religious
houses. During his leisure hours,
Price was an archetypal Welsh
‘Renaissance Man’, passionate
about his nation’s history, and an
enthusiastic collector of old
manuscripts. He preserved the
earliest extant Welsh manuscript,
the Black Book of Carmarthen, in
his own library, and also produced
the first Welsh printed book, Yny
lhyvyr hwnn, at London in 1546.
This exhibition explores Prise’s life
and legacy, and will bring a sample
from his great library – in chains –
from Hereford Cathedral to
Aberystwyth.

John Coffin Memorial Lecture
Beveridge Hall, Senate House,
London
13 May 2015, 6pm
This year’s annual John Coffin
Lecture in Palaeography, organised
by the Institute of English Studies
in collaboration with King’s
College London, will be given by
Professor Nicholas Vincent, FBA,
on ‘Who wrote Magna Carta?’
Admission free but immediate
booking is recommended at:
http://tinyurl.com/nc5ach7.
Workshop on Scribal
Collaboration, Lincoln College,
Oxford
10 June 2015
The workshop is aimed particularly
at PhD or postdoctoral researchers
who have encountered collaboration
in their research (collaboration
amongst scribes or amongst scribes
12
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mathematics and natural history, by
scientists such as Robert Recorde,
Galileo and Edward Lhuyd.

The Storyteller’s Spell: T. Llew
Jones’ Centenary
5 March 2015–27 February 2016
An exhibition marking the
centenary of the birth of T. Llew
Jones (1915-2009), one of the
twentieth-century’s most prolific
and popular authors of children's
books in Welsh. A former primary
school teacher and headmaster,
Jones was also a fine poet, and was
twice winner of chairs at the
National Eisteddfod of Wales.

CAMBRIDGE, FITZWILLIAM
MUSEUM
COLOUR: The Art and Science
of Illuminated Manuscripts
30 July–30 Dec. 2016
To mark the bicentenary
celebrations of the Fitzwilliam
Museum, a major exhibition on
illuminated manuscripts is being
organised. This will be based on the
research of the MINIARE
(Manuscript Illumination: Noninvasive Analysis, Research and
Expertise) and Cambridge
Illuminations Project. It will include
100 of the Fitzwilliam Museum’s
finest illuminated manuscripts
representing the leading artistic
centres of medieval and
Renaissance Europe, and explore
the artistic, intellectual and historic
significance of the manuscripts.
Digital displays will allow visitors
to see multiple paintings within a
manuscript; overlay images of the
same painting captured with
different techniques; discover the
pigments and techniques identified
through cutting-edge, non-invasive
scientific analyses; follow the trade
routes that supplied artists’
materials across Asia and Europe;
and explore the relationships
between the individuals involved in
the manuscripts’ production and
early use. An illustrated catalogue,
written by an international team of
experts, will be published by
Harvey Miller / Brepols. For further
details see:
www.miniare.org/exhibition_colour
.php. For details of the related
conference, see p. 10 above.

Gwladfa
23 May–12 December 2015
An exhibition celebrating the 150th
anniversary of the first Welsh
emigration to Patagonia aboard the
‘Mimosa’. We follow the first
colonists’ journey from their initial
preparations for the voyage to their
landing at Puerto Madryn on 26
July 1865. The exhibition also
considers the nature of their early
life in Patagonia, and celebrates the
continuing relationship between
Wales and ‘the Wladfa’.
The secret workings of nature:
Robert Hooke and early science
4 July 2015–9 January 2016
An exhibition marking the 350th
anniversary of the publication of the
first scientific best-seller.
Micrographia by Robert Hooke,
one of the leading figures of the
Scientific Revolution, was the first
book to introduce illustrations of
the new world of wonders revealed
by the invention of the early
microscope. There will be an
opportunity to see his iconic
drawings of the objects which he
viewed through his microscope, as
well as a selection of manuscripts
and early books on astronomy,
13
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of the charter, on loan from Durham
Cathedral, as a starting point for
exploring the history of rebellion
and revolt.Tickets can be had online
via Ticketmaster
(www.ticketmaster.co.uk/magna_ca
rta_2015).

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY
LIBRARY
Milstein Exhibition Centre
‘A Damned Serious Business:
Waterloo 1815, the Battle and its
Books’
1 May–16 September 2015
This exhibition will draw on the
rich and varied collections of
Cambridge University Library to
highlight written records, maps and
book arts relating to the Battle of
Waterloo and the era in which it
played so decisive a part. Political
propaganda, broadsheets, military
drill-books, manuscript letters,
hand-coloured engravings, printed
mementos, early historical accounts
and tourist reminiscences, comic
and elegiac poems, fiction, and a
volume from Napoleon Bonaparte’s
library in exile on St Helena will be
brought together to commemorate
the most famous battle in European
history.
The exhibition will be opened by
the current (9th) Duke of
Wellington on 30 April and opens
to the public on 1 May. For further
information visit
http://exhibitions.lib.cam.ac.uk, and
for a preview of some of the
material, see the Waterloo
collection in the Cambridge Digital
Library:
http://cudl.lib.cam.ac.uk/collections
/waterloo.

EDINBURGH, NATIONAL
LIBRARY OF SCOTLAND
George IV Bridge Building
Game of Crowns: James VIII and
the 1715 Jacobite Rising
5 December 2014–10 May 2015
This major exhibition marks the
300th anniversary of the 1715
Jacobite rising. Beginning with the
deposition of James VII/II in 1688
and the birth of his son James,
Prince of Wales, known to history
as the Old Pretender, it explores:
the family connections that brought
George I to the throne in 1714, the
major events in Scottish history that
led to the rising and the efforts
made by the Government to keep
the Stuarts in exile. The story of the
rising and its aftermath will be told
through contemporary documents
produced by those at the heart of
the conflict: those prepared to risk
all for the restoration of the Stuarts.
The exhibition explores the
political, personal and religious
motivations of the Jacobites, some
of which are as relevant today as
they were 300 years ago. The
exhibition features generous loans
of contemporary documents from
the Royal Archives, Windsor Castle
and the National Records of
Scotland.

DURHAM
UNIVERSITY LIBRARY
SPECIAL COLLECTIONS
Palace Green
Magna Carta and the Changing
Face of Revolt
1 June–31 August 2015
This major summer exhibition will
take the only surviving 1216 issue

Lifting the Lid: a history of
Scottish cooking
12 June–1 November 2015
14
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Using the Library’s rich collections
of manuscript and printed recipe
books, the major summer exhibition
explores Scotland’s changing
relationship with food and drink
over the centuries.

A major exhibition organised in
partnership with the National Army
Museum, to mark the 200th
anniversary of Battle of Waterloo,
including displays of contemporary
archival material, with special
reference to the Duke of
Wellington’s Regiment, which has
a long association with the town of
Halifax.
For King and Country
Until 24 November 2018
Over 200 objects, 200 images and
archives and 65 local stories form
this new exhibition exploring local
experiences during the First World
War, including those of soldiers,
sailors and nurses, and those at
home working in munitions,
hospitals and fundraising.

The Scots have been branded the
‘sick man of Europe’ and our eating
habits condemned yet, before the
industrial age, the rural poor were
said to be ‘remarkably healthy’ with
a simple, frugal but wholesome diet
despite the limited availability of
food. This exhibition uses a variety
of material – manuscripts, books,
household accounts and
tradesmen’s bills, and amateur and
government films about food – to
contrast the richness and diversity
of Scotland’s larder with the myths
and traditions associated with its
people’s diet.

For information on all exhibitions
visit:
http://museums.calderdale.gov.uk/w
hatson/exhibition, or contact
museums@calderdale.gov.uk.

The Forth Bridge:
building an icon
1 April–21 June 2015
Eight years in the making, and with
the longest single cantilever bridge
span in the world at the time it was
completed, the Forth Bridge is an
iconic part of the Scottish
landscape. To commemorate the
125th anniversary of the completion
of this engineering masterpiece, and
to coincide with the Edinburgh
International Science Festival, this
display will examine the
construction of the Forth Bridge
using photographs, plans, reports
and other papers from NLS
collections.

LONDON, BRITISH LIBRARY
Magna Carta, Law Liberty,
Legacy
13 March–1 September 2015
This exhibition of more than 200
items, explores the 800 years since
Magna Carta was sealed and
challenges the myths that surround
it. It relates the story of the granting
of Magna Carta, and how a
document never conceived as a
democratic document, but as a
practical solution to a political
crisis, has been re-used around the
world over the centuries since,
evolving into an international
symbol for freedom and the rule of
law.
Among the notable documents on
display are two original 1215

HALIFAX,
BANKFIELD MUSEUM
Waterloo Lives: Wellington’s
Redcoats
2 May–25 July 2015
15
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Magna Carta manuscripts, the
unique ‘draft’ of Magna Carta,
known as the Articles of the Barons
(1215), the Petition of Right (1628),
the English Bill of Rights (1689)
and the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights (1948), as well as
government papers concerning the
proposal to give an original 1215
Magna Carta manuscript to the
USA for support in World War
Two (1941), now displayed for the
first time. Other items include King
John’s teeth and thumb bone as
well as fragments of clothing taken
from his tomb in 1797, and his
original will.
Also on display are Thomas
Jefferson’s handwritten copy of the
Declaration of Independence, on
loan from the New York Public
Library, and the Delaware copy of
the US Bill of Rights, on loan from
the US National Archives, two of
the most iconic documents in
American history.
For more information visit:
www.bl.uk/magna-carta-exhibition.
For details of related publications
see below p. 30. The exhibition is
accompanied by a new Magna
Carta website, www.bl.uk/magnacarta, featuring over 150 digitised
collections items.

From Shakespeare’s First Folio to
the Kennicott Bible, this exhibition
in the new Weston Library galleries
considers how common attitudes
towards genius are manifested in
the physical form of a number of
remarkable books, maps and
manuscripts held in the Libraries’
collections, and explores ways in
which the works of genius found in
a university library can be acquired,
collected and read. Also available
on-line at
http://genius.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/.
Catalogue available (see p. 30).
PARIS, BIBLIOTHÈQUE
MAZARINE
23 quai de Conti, 75006 Paris
De l’argile au nuage: une
archéologie des catalogues (2e
millénaire av. J.-C.–XXIe siècle)
13 March–13 May 2015
The exhibition, organised in
collaboration with the Bibliothèque
de Genève, explores how the
catalogue evolves hand-in-hand
with the development of written
culture. From simple inventory to
analytic forms and to electronic
databases, catalogues share the
same aims of naming, description
and classification. As the catalogue
ceases to be material, the exhibition
considers the rationale and
limitations of the various media of
support – clay tablets, the volumen,
the codex, the index card and the
computer screen – and their mise en
page. From Caroligian inventories
to the Renaissance bibliographic
encyclopaedia, from commercial
catalogues to lavish catalogues of
private collections, catalogues are
designed for multiple and
contradictory functions.

OXFORD, BODLEIAN
LIBRARY
Marks of Genius: Masterpieces
from the Collections of the
Bodleian Libraries
Weston Library galleries
21 March–20 September 2015
In over four centuries the Bodleian
Libraries have assembled, through
gift and purchase, an unparalleled
collection of books and manuscripts
that can be called works of genius.
16
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For further information see:
http://www.bibliothequemazarine.fr/fr/evenements/expositio
ns.

An engraved ticket bearing an
image of a putto playing a harp, and
the text ‘For the Benefit of Mr.
[Edward] Jones, a Concert of
Music’, to be held on 21 April
[?1779] at the New Rooms,
Tottenham Street, London. Edward
Jones (‘Bardd y Brenin’, 17521824), harpist and antiquary, was
appointed harpist to the Prince of
Wales sometime during the 1780s
(NLW MS 24044D, f. 11).

TROYES
HÔTEL-DIEU-LE-COMTE
Clairvaux: L’aventure
cistercienne
5 June–15 November 2015
Organised by the Conseil général de
l’Aube as part of the celebrations of
the 900th anniversary of the
founding of the Cistercian abbey of
Clairvaux, the exhibition will
explore the monastic, political,
economic, artistic and intellectual
life of Clairvaux from the 12th to
the 18th century. The exhibition
will include more than 150
manuscripts and rarely seen
artefacts from across Europe, as
well as a 3D reconstruction of the
abbey. For information e-mail
aube.clairvaux-2015@cg10.fr or
visit: www.clairvaux-2015.fr.

Pedigree book of the Lloyds of
Clochfaen, Llangurig,
Montgomeryshire and Plas Madog,
Ruabon, Denbighshire, compiled
during the second half of the 19th
century, mostly by Jacob Youde
William Lloyd (‘Chevalier Lloyd’,
1816-1887) of Clochfaen (NLW MS
24066F).
A small collection of letters, 186162, from Elihu Burritt (1810-79),
the American diplomat and peace
campaigner, addressed to the Rev.
Henry Richard (1812-88), ‘the
Apostle of Peace’, and Welsh
Member of Parliament, discussing
the peace movement and the effects
of the American Civil War (NLW
MS 24045F, ff. 6-11).

NEW ARRIVALS
Librarians, archivists and users are
invited to inform the Editor of any
notable new accessions to
institutional collections.
ABERYSTWYTH, NATIONAL
LIBRARY OF WALES

A letter, dated 19 April 1893, from
Adelina Patti Nicolini (1843-1919)
of Craig-y-nos Castle,
Ystradgynlais, and addressed to a
‘Miss Flynn’, thanking her for her
Christmas gift and describing her
recent successes at Nice and Milan.
The recipient is possibly the mezzosoprano Miss Ellen Flynn who
performed at the opening concert of
the Patti Theatre at Craig-y-nos in
July 1891 (NLW MS 24044D, f. 19).

Submitted by Maredudd ap Huw,
Manuscripts Librarian.
License of confirmation enabling
the consecration of Henry Gower
(or Henry de Gower, 1277/8-1347)
following his election as Bishop of
St David’s (or Menevia). The
document was dated at Canterbury
Cathedral, 12 June 1328 (Bonhams,
London, 18 March 2015, lot 125)
(NLW MS 24068G).

The surviving diaries, 1897-1920
and 1928, of Winifred Coombe
17
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Tennant (‘Mam o Nedd’, 18741956), art patron, political activist,
suffragist, and spiritualist. The
diaries have been added to the
substantial archive of her papers
already donated to the Library by
her family (Winifred Coombe
Tennant Papers).

recordings by the family of
composer Daniel Jones (1912-93)
(Daniel Jones Archive). The
Library also received reproduction
copies of music scores and
instrumental parts by Daniel Jones,
as performed between 1978 and
1993 by the Delmé Quartet (NLW
ex 2897).

Three letters addressed to Philip
Henry Thomas, father of Edward
Thomas (1878-1917), the poet who
was killed in the Battle of Arras on
9 April 1917. One is a letter of
condolence, dated 16 April 1917,
from Captain N.G. Brett James, a
fellow student of Thomas’s at
Lincoln College, Oxford, and the
others are from the authors Arthur
L. Salmon, Bristol and D.L.
Kelleher, Dublin, both dated 29
October 1917, and both prompted
by Philip Thomas’s letter to The
Nation the previous week defending
his son’s reputation (Gorringes
Auction House, Lewes, 2-3 July
2014, lot 30) (NLW MS 24044D, ff.
12-14).

Two letters, 16 & 18 November
1953, from the Rev. Sydney Bowen
Williams, Vicar of St Martins,
Laugharne, Carmarthenshire, to Dr
Daniel Jones, relating to
arrangements for Dylan Thomas's
funeral. Thomas died in New York
on 9 November and was buried in
Laugharne on 24 November 1953
(Rogers Jones & Co., Cardiff, 6
September 2014, lot 307) (NLW MS
24044D, ff. 15-18).
Further papers of John Morris (now
Lord Morris of Aberavon, 1931- )
(John Morris Papers), and a further
donation of papers by Peter Hain
(1950- ) (Peter Hain Papers), both
former Labour Secretaries of State
for Wales.

A typescript letter, 15 December
1936, from the Rev. Lewis
Valentine (1893-1986), Llandudno,
to Frank Morris, Prince Rupert,
British Columbia (and formerly of
Llansantffraid Glyn Ceiriog,
Denbighshire), referring to the
moving of Valentine's trial for
arson from Caernarfon to the Old
Bailey (NLW MS 24044D, f. 9).

Papers, 1954-1975, of the Rev.
R.M. Verity, Vicar of St Mary the
Virgin, Fordingbridge, Hampshire,
relating mainly to the funeral of
Welsh artist Augustus John (18781961) in November 1961, and the
unveiling of John’s memorial at
Fordingbridge in 1967. The papers
include letters to Verity from the
John family, including eight letters
and a postcard from Dorelia John,
1955-1969 (NLW ex 2890).

Further holograph scores by
composer Mansel Thomas (190986), which have been added to the
substantial archive of his
compositions already donated to the
Library (Mansel Thomas Music
Manuscripts), together with a
further gift of papers and sound

Letter sent from Welsh artist Kyffin
Williams (1918-2006), whilst he
was resident in Gaiman, Patagonia
in November 1968, to the owners of
the Tegfryn Art Gallery, Menai
18
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Bridge. The letter contains
observations on the weather and on
the difficulties of painting under the
difficult environmental conditions
which he daily encountered (Rogers
Jones & Co., Colwyn Bay, 15
November 2014, lot 7) (NLW MS
24044D, ff. 21-23).

Michael O’Donaghue papers, 20
cent. (Add.10078)
Book of Hours from
Rookwood/Gage of Hengrave
family, c.1460-70 (Add. 10079).
Description of parish of S. Maria
d’Ajello, Afragola, Naples, after
Archbishop of Naples’ visitation,
1679 (Add. 10080).
Peter Davidson (1957– ) and Jane
Stevenson (1959– ), literary
correspondence and papers, 20–21
cent. (Add. 10081).
Fairbank family: papers relating to
military service in South African,
1914-18 and 1939-45 wars, c.190045 (Add. 10082).
Robert Sherborne, senior and
junior: MS notes for sermons, c.
1662-70 (Add. 10083).
Orra Piper: The Juvenile
Keepsake, Vol. 1 no. 5, MS
periodical, 19 cent. (Add.
10084).
Catalogue des livres du droit de
F. Villequez, professeur à la
faculté de droit de Dijon, 19
cent. (Add. 10085).

A substantial collection of records
relating to the erection and
adaptation of hospital buildings in
Wales between the 1930s and
1990s, including correspondence,
contracts, drawings, maps and plans
(NHS Wales Services Archive).
The substantial archive of the
Centre for Alternative Technology
(CAT), an eco-centre near
Machynlleth in mid-Wales
established in 1973. The archive
includes testimonies from an oral
history project recording the
establishment and pioneering work
of the Centre (The Centre for
Alternative Technology Archives).
The first tranche of papers created
by Y Coleg Cymraeg Cenedlaethol
[The National Welsh-medium
College], an academic body
working with universities across
Wales to develop Welsh language
medium opportunities for students
(Archifau’r Coleg Cymraeg
Cenedlaethol).

DUBLIN, TRINITY COLLEGE
LIBRARY
Report by Bernard Meehan, Keeper
of Manuscripts.
Trinity College Library Dublin has
acquired an early 14th-century
manuscript from St Mary’s
Cistercian abbey in Dublin
(Christie’s, London sale, 19
November 2014, lot 5; see back
cover). This has aroused great
interest across the historical
community in Ireland as the first
Irish codex to change hands for
many decades, and the first
manuscript from St Mary’s to
emerge in over a century. An

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY
LIBRARY
Details submitted by Suzanne Paul
Medieval Manuscripts Specialist,
Cambridge University Library
Book of Hours, Use of Rome, early
16 cent. (Add. 10076).
MSS, proofs and letters from the
Law-Lushington papers, 1760s1880s (Add. 10077).
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unprecedented number of funding
bodies and individuals have
contributed to its purchase. Lost to
the world of scholarship since the
18th century, it has not been in
Ireland since the 16th century. St
Mary’s abbey, after which Dublin’s
Mary’s Street and Abbey Street are
named, was the wealthiest monastic
house in medieval Ireland; the Irish
parliament met here frequently, as it
had no permanent building in the
city. The manuscript contains a
compendium of historical texts,
including Geoffrey of Monmouth’s
Historia Regum Britanniae and
Prophetiae Merlini; Dares
Phrygius, De Excidio Troiae
historia; and Giraldus Cambrensis,
Topographia Hibernica and
Expugnatio Hibernica. The making
of the manuscript seems to have
been necessitated by a major fire in
the abbey in 1304, and the monks’
wish to make good some at least of
the losses suffered on that occasion.

Durham who served in the First
World War, particularly the fallen.
EDINBURGH, NATIONAL
LIBRARY OF SCOTLAND
Significant accessions for the
period September 2014–March
2015, selected by Kenneth Dunn,
Manuscript & Archive Collections
Manager.
Letter, 1779, of Adam Ferguson to
William Eden (NLS Acc. 13589).
Sketchbook, 1818-22, of Hannah,
wife of Lord Patrick CrichtonStuart (NLS Acc. 13563).
Notebook, 1836-7, of two walking
tours in Scotland by the Rev. James
Hamilton, Minister of the National
Scotch Church, London (NLS Acc.
13556).
Further papers and photographs,
1858-1937 and undated, relating to
Richard Burdon Haldane, 1st
Viscount Haldane, and his family
(NLS Acc. 13595).

DURHAM UNIVERSITY
LIBRARY

Game Book, 1887-1908, compiled
by William Lockett Agnew, of
shooting parties at Altyre &
Aldowie (NLS Acc. 13541).

Submitted by Michael Stansfield,
Senior Assistant Keeper and deputy
manager of Special Collections.
Recent accessions have included
some 28 thirteenth-century Templar
and Hospitaller West Yorkshire
deeds, posters of the French Third
Empire, various 20th century
archives of Catholic secular
organisations and the records of the
university’s Scout and Guide
Group. Work is progressing on the
digitisation of the cathedral
library’s medieval manuscripts and,
with considerable assistance from
volunteers, developing biographies
of those from the university in

Nine plate glass photographs, 191014, by H.G. Ponting of R.F. Scott’s
British Antarctic Expedition; used
subsequently in publication South
Polar Times (1914) (NLS Acc.
13594. Presented by Mr & Mrs
John R. Murray).
Papers, 1936-58, of William Oliver
Petrie, missionary doctor and
superintendent of hospitals, Malawi
(NLS Acc. 13582).
Further archives, 1946-2012, of
Southern Light Drama, a section of
20
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the Southern Light Opera Company
(NLS Acc. 13586).

Literary papers and
correspondence, c. 1981-2014, of
Tom Bryan, poet and editor (NLS
Acc. 13566).

Papers, 1950s–2006, of Magnus
Magnusson (1929-2007), writer,
journalist and broadcaster, relating
to his personal, professional,
research and historical interests
(NLS Acc. 13542).

Literary papers and note-books, c.
1996-2012, of Kathleen Jamie
(NLS Acc. 13544).
Literary papers and notebooks,
2005-12, of Ewan Morrison relating
to Close Your Eyes (2012) and
Tales From the Mall (2012) (NLS
Acc.13605).

Sermons, 1962-84, of the Very Rev.
Dr John Gray, Minister of
Dunblane Cathedral, & one-time
Moderator of the General Assembly
(NLS Acc. 13581).

LONDON, BRITISH LIBRARY

Third draft screenplay for the iconic
film version with Maggie Smith,
1968, ‘The Prime of Miss Jean
Brodie’ by Jay Presson Allen, based
on Muriel Spark’s novel (NLS Acc.
13600).

Submitted by Michael St. John
McAlister, Manuscripts Collections
and Processing Manager.
List of plays in the British Museum,
1823 (Add. MS 89096).
Letters of William Archer and
William Cooper to Ashok Kumar
Sinha, 1970-93 (Add. MS 89097).
Diary of William Lloyd Holden
(1805-1887), map surveyor; World
War I diary of Capt. C. Bathurst (fl.
1914-1918), army officer, 19-20
cent. (Add. MS 89098).
Letters from David and Judy
Gascoyne to Robin and Sophie
Waterfield, 1978-2000 (Add. MS
89099).
Letters from Michael Hamburger to
Nick Rawson, 1985-2007 (Add. MS
89100).
Letters from Amy Clampitt to
James Hall Thomson, 1982-94
(Add. MS 89101).
Correspondence of Angela Carter
and Carole Howells, c. 1967-c.
1972 (Add. MS 89102).
Material relating to Robert Fraser’s
biography of David Gascoyne,
1920-2012 (Add. MS 89103).
Fair copy manuscript of seven
William Cowper poems for Lady

Photograph albums, 1974-2007, of
Lord James Douglas Hamilton (The
Baron Selkirk of Douglas, PC QC),
mostly concerning his political &
public life as MP & MSP (NLS
Acc. 13588).
Opinion notebooks, 1978-97, Fee
notebook, 1965-89, & other
professional papers and ephemera,
1953-2014, recording the
professional career of James Arthur
David Hope, Baron Hope of
Craighead, one-time Lord President
of the Court of Session & Lord
Justice General, and former Deputy
President of the Supreme Court of
the United Kingdom (NLS Acc.
13568).
Letters, 1981-3, of Ian Hamilton
Finlay to Neil Hanson; with copy
letters, 1982-3, concerning the
‘Little Spartan War’ & related
papers, including some Wild
Hawthorn Press publications (NLS
Acc. 13601).
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Austen, 1798x1803(Add. MS
89104).
Julian Maclaren-Ross: ‘The
Salesman Only Rings Once’ (Part
One), [1942]-[1946] (Add. MS
89105).
Corrected typescript of Elias
Canetti’s Auto da fé, 1940s (Add.
MS 89106).
Queensberry family
correspondence, 1927-84 (Add. MS
89107).
Wendy Cope Papers, 1957-2010,
n.d. (Add. MS 89108).
Vin Allom’s memoir of W. H.
Auden, 1975, (Add. MS 89109).
Gordon Warnecke Papers, 1985
(Add. MS 89110).
Papers relating to ‘You, Me and the
Gatepost’ revue, 1960 (Add. MS
89111).
Supplementary David Gascoyne
papers, 1950-[1996], (Add. MS
89112).
Edward John Long Scott papers,
1850-1927 (Add. MS 89113).
Letters from John Berger to Amarjit
Chandon, 20 cent. (Add. MS
89114).
Helmstedt Cobblers’ Guild Rules,
before 1559 (Add. MS 89115).
Letters to Maurice Ernest, 1931
(Add. MS 89116).
Fragments in German, French, and
Latin, 14 cent.-18 cent. (Add. MS
89117).
Papers of Thoby Stephen, c. 19001906 (Add. MS 89118).
Notes relating to Sussex, 1935-7
(Add. MS 89119).
The Papers of Thereza StoryMaskelyne (1834-1926), 1845-1923
(Add. MS 89120).
Stefan Zweig collection lists, 193548 (Add. MS 89121).

‘La statica u las fuerzas mobiles i
sus difiniciones’, c. 1700 (Add. MS
89122).
Arthur Wragg pen, Indian ink, and
gouache illustration for The Ballad
of Reading Gaol, before 1949 (Add.
MS 89123).
Educational certificates of Joseph
Hutchinson, 1831-3 (Add. MS
89124).
Correspondence of George Smith,
agent of Petris van Damme,
bookseller, of Amsterdam, 1756-9
(Add. MS 89125).
Travel Journals of Samuel More,
1763-85 (Add. MS 89126).
Letters to Mrs Moulder of
Farringdon, 1868-99 (Add. MS
89127).
Photographs of, and relating to,
Thomas Anstey Guthrie, 2nd half of
19 cent. (Add. MS 89128).
Papers relating to Arthur Conan
Doyle and George Edalji, 18871907, (Add. MS 89129).
Alfred Crowquill yellowback
covers, 19 cent. (Add. MS 89130).
Golgonooza Press Archive, 19622012 (Add. MS 89131).
Letters of, and relating to, Robert
Bloomfield, 1801-4 (Add. MS
89132).
Letter of Phyllis Buckton to Miss
Bird, 2nd half of 19 cent. (Add. MS
89133).
Letter from Francis Burdett MoneyCoutts to Oscar Wilde, 1892 (Add.
MS 89134).
Supplementary J.F. Dexter material
relating to Charles Dickens, 19
cent. (Add. MS 89135).
A collection of manuscript
separates by Sir Kenelm Digby and
others, chiefly poems in praise of
Lady Venetia Digby (d. 1633) or
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elegies in her memory, 1623-33
(Add. MS 89136).
Worcester Cathedral Priory rental,
1240-1365 (Add. MS 89137).
Locket containing a lock of
Shelley’s hair and a miniature of
Beatrice Cenci, 1886 (Add. MS
89138).
‘Dialectica, sive epitome totius
Artis Logicae’, dictates on logic
delivered by the Rev. Laurence
Mayes (1673-1749), professor of
philosophy and poetry at the
English College at Douai, 1698
(Add. MS 89139).

and precise format of the entries is
the same as in the previous volumes
in this impressive series, but the
present volume stands apart
because of its narrow geographical
focus and chronological
arrangement. Most of the
manuscripts date from the tenth and
eleventh centuries, few of them
contain iconography, and yet each
has received at least one high
quality colour illustration within the
entry, so that one can study the
images as one reads the text. It is
difficult to underscore how very
readable and useful this makes the
catalogue. Not only is the corpus far
more homogeneous that those of the
preceding volumes, but the interrelationships of the manuscripts are
discussed in rather full detail in the
commentaries. Indeed the
commentaries are much longer and
richer than before, and treat all
aspects of the manuscripts and their
texts, not just the art. The
photographic illustration takes on
the role of a complementary, visual
history of the period. For those
interested in the history of script,
decoration, ornament, display
script, layout, and hierarchies, the
catalogue is a jewel. The book is
not without masterpieces (cat. 11,
27, 35, 46, 51) and these receive
generous coverage, yet in reading
through the entries of the less wellknown books, the history of
manuscript studies and manuscript
production in England and the
vibrancy of Old English literature
all seem to unfold before your eyes.
In the commentaries, each
generation of scholars – M.R.
James, N. Ker, T.A.M. Bishop, D.
Dumville, M. Lapidge, H. Gneuss,

BOOK REVIEWS
Nigel Morgan & Stella
Panayotova (eds), assisted by
Rebecca Rushforth, Illuminated
Manuscripts in Cambridge. A
Catalogue of Western Book
Illumination in the Fitzwilliam
Museum and the Cambridge
Colleges, Part Four, the British
Isles, Vol. One, Insular and AngloSaxon Manuscripts c. 700-c. 1100
(London: Harvey Miller / Turnhout:
Brepols, 2013). 360 pp., 440 col.
illustr. ISBN: 978-1-909400-04-7.
€175.
Reviewed by Patricia Stirnemann,
IHRT, Paris.
One fifth of the remaining
manuscripts of insular origin
datable before 1100 are housed in
Cambridge libraries, roughly 200
manuscripts, according to Helmut
Gneuss’s Handlist. Of these, 14
were presented in the catalogue of
the University Library (Binski and
Zutschi, 2011); another 97 are the
subject of the catalogue edited by
N. Morgan and S. Panayotova. In
the catalogue under review the clear
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M. Gullick, T. Webber, R.
Gameson et al. – contributes to the
tightening the fabric of our
understanding, identifying scribes
and artists, textual families and
their circulation, assessing the
impact of the Carolingian
renaissance and the Norman
Conquest. The commentaries are
masterful résumés of the
contextualization of scribes, artists
and texts, bringing flesh to each of
the major cathedrals and abbeys,
inciting the reader to plunge into
the bibliography. As one moves
forward in time, the illustrations
chart the emergence of new letter
forms, of hierarchies of script, of
geometric and floral ornament, of
the display scripts that are so
singular in their colourism, beauty
and inventiveness, the arrival of
flat-colour adaptations of pendrawn and painted floral forms, of
lettres fourrées (56, 73, 93) and
highlighting of rubrics (65, 66, 71,
97), experimentations with
plummet ruling (59-61, 70-77, 80,
86, 87, 90, 93). Perhaps a volume
treating only 97 manuscripts is a
luxury we cannot afford for all
periods, but this handsome
catalogue illustrates how an
intelligently conceived, specialized,
high quality publication can make
an outstanding contribution to
understanding several dimensions
of manuscript history and
intellectual life.
An appendix provides catalogue
entries for thirteen manuscripts
missed out in the earlier volume on
the Frankish kingdoms prior to the
year 1000; notably one will find
here a Breton gospel book and the
copy of Hrabanus Maurus’ De

laudibus sanctae crucis in Trinity
College. Addenda and corrigenda
are also provided for five books in
Part Two of the series (Italy and the
Iberian Peninsula). Traditional
indexes complete the volume; the
iconographical index is made
especially useful by the indexing of
ornamental motifs; in the index of
provenances, the one manuscript
from Salisbury (no. 94) was missed
out.
Peter A. Stokes, English
Vernacular Minuscule from
Æthelred to Cnut, circa 990–circa
1035, Publications of the
Manchester Centre for AngloSaxon Studies 14 (Cambridge: D.S.
Brewer, 2014). xii + 297pp. ISBN:
978-1-84384-369-6. £60.
Reviewed by James Willoughby,
New College, Oxford.
This superb study investigates the
origins and canonical status of a
script that was universally
employed during what were
politically restless years. The
specimens of writing that form the
basis of investigation were
produced during the troubled reign
of King Æthelred—which saw the
steady dissolution of Anglo-Saxon
power before Danish conquest—
and the years of Danish rule until
the death of King Cnut in 1035. The
script of this period, which is
distinctive and has long deserved
detailed study, has here found its
exegete. English Vernacular
minuscule, which at first used taller
and narrower proportions than the
prevailing Square minuscule, seems
to have become widespread in the
990s, and within twenty years had
become the dominant script for
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vernacular production. Stokes
argues that the rather sudden
change from Square to Vernacular
minuscule was born not of literate
collapse, as had been the case a
century before, but, rather, in
religious reform and an increase in
literary production. It is certainly
the case that the script is
represented by some considerable
books, of which mention might be
made of the Beowulf Manuscript,
the Junius Manuscript, primary
manuscripts of the Homilies of
Ælfric and Archbishop Wulfstan,
and two copies of the Anglo-Saxon
Chronicle. In all, Stokes reports a
corpus for his study that represents
the work of over five hundred
scribes.

of the evidence of diplomata, more
numerous for the period than
surviving codices. That the script
could achieve canonical status so
quickly, and be practised
consistently by several generations
of scribes when the realm was in
political turmoil, is further evidence
for the existence and operation of a
stable centre in the Anglo-Saxon
state.
One of the most remarkable
features of English scribal practice
at this time, unique in Europe, was
the bipartite division of script
according to text-language: Anglocaroline minuscule was reserved for
Latin, the Vernacular minuscule for
Old English. In the best cases,
scribes had sufficient control to be
able to switch between scripts word
by word when copying bilingual
texts such as Ælfric’s Grammar.
The influence of Caroline modules
led to a secondary development of
the script as identified here, the
‘rounder’ variety, which seems to
have been elaborated first at Christ
Church, Canterbury, by the
persuasive hand of Eadwig Basan,
who is more normally considered
for his role in developing a new,
rotund style of Caroline minuscule,
taken up and used generally in lateAnglo-Saxon England. To the preexisting Vernacular minuscule, he
applied Caroline rotundity and duct
to inaugurate a mid-century style
that was equally persuasive
(although even his performance
retains the extended proportions of
the Vernacular minuscule, with
ascenders almost twice the length of
the minims).
Stokes’s study is rich in learning
and never less than cogently

A bipartite development of the
script is argued here, dubbed Style I
and Style II. The former tends to
‘tall’ and ‘narrow’ letters that pay
little attention to Square-minuscule
forms; the latter preserves more of
the tenth-century script. That Stokes
should dub them ‘styles’ rather than
‘phases’ allows for the fact that
they were used contemporaneously.
The lead that was taken by the royal
writing-office in propagating the
new styles is set out here, and
makes a further argument for an
Anglo-Saxon chancery against
beneficiary drafting. The coproduction of documents and books
by the same scribes happens to be a
current strain in the palaeography of
late-medieval English books, but in
this respect Anglo-Saxonists have
long since led the way. The relative
scarcity of material from the period
has meant that the palaeographer of
the scripts of Anglo-Saxon England
has needed to be more welcoming
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argued. In its methodology it bears
the impress of Stokes’s teacher,
David Dumville, whose is the
canonical study of the tenth-century
Square minuscule. Like Dumville’s
work, the argument is here
handsomely contextualized, every
claim supported by evidence from
several directions. The author is
always careful to state his ground,
and there is a judicious early
chapter on the attribution of
specimens to places of origin on
evidence other than
palaeographical. As part of this
effort, the author has provided in an
appendix a ‘List of Scribal Hands’,
a conspectus of all the surviving
sources for English Vernacular
minuscule assignable to the stated
date range, keyed to Donald
Scragg’s recent Conspectus of
Scribal Hands Writing English,
960–1100 (Cambridge 2012). There
are twenty plates and ten figures
that tabulate characteristic letterforms from key sources. There is a
useful glossary that seems to have
educative ambitions in setting out a
practical terminology, there is a full
bibliography, an index of
manuscripts and charters, and a
general index. In sum, this is an
exemplary study. It demonstrates
how far palaeographical insights,
carefully judged, may be taken, not
only in the study of a script per se
but also for the sidelights they offer
on the culture from which the
writing descends.

2013). 218 p., 40 b/w + 110 col.
illustr. ISBN: 978-1-905375-46-2.
€110.
Reviewed by Julian Luxford,
University of St Andrews.
‘The gold of biography must, we
say, glitter as brightly as possible,
even when it is veiled in shadow or
covered with dust’. Thus Henri
Focillon, eighty-one years ago,
remarked ironically on the namedriven art history of his day. This
provokes a reflection which,
however obvious, seems an
appropriate way to approach a book
with an artist’s name for its title. In
studies of French illumination,
various scholars (e.g. Randall,
Camille, Caviness) have tried to
escape the biographical paradigm
whose foundations can look so
unstable in light of almost total
documentary and artistic loss. For
all its merit, however, their work is
practically invisible in Jean
Pucelle, a collection of nine essays
which focus on the identity of
Pucelle and other artists through
documented and attributed
miniatures. This is not of itself
intended as a criticism. The proper
name, however poorly edged as a
tool for excavating medieval art, is
a compelling phenomenon, as
witness its durability in research
and teaching. In the pucellian
context, the scholar who pursues
and relies on connoisseurship
certainly boxes herself into a
rarefied object domain, from which
the only real escape is fresh
discovery, but the works are highly
important, and this must mean that
their artists are, too. In light of this,
the question for scholarship is to
what extent (if any) the artist per se

Jean Pucelle. Innovation and
Collaboration in Manuscript
Painting, ed. Kyunghee Pyun &
Anna D. Russakoff (London:
Harvey Miller, Turnhout: Brepols,
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should determine the focus. Here it
is worth reflecting that today, even
Pucelle and company have no more
than a statistically meaningful
independence from what they made.
Many illuminators survive only in
the phenomenological gestures of
their pen-strokes and brushwork, so
that any conversation that starts
with them will tend towards
circularity or, at best, minutely
incremental and contested progress.

on Pucelle’s ‘legacy’ in
illumination down to c. 1350. As it
would be tedious and perhaps
invidious to review these
contributions individually, I will
restrict myself to brief observations
and a few overarching points. First,
as the earliest Pucelle document
records the artist as designer of a
seal whose matrix survives, it is
most helpful to have a contribution
(Marc Gil) on the artist’s relation to
metalwork. Second, Barbara
Boehm’s essay on the Hours of
Jeanne d’Évreux provides welcome
orientation, as Pucelle’s
masterpiece is otherwise relatively
little discussed. A well-illustrated
essay on the Miracles de Nostre
Dame by a scholar – Anna
Russakoff – thoroughly acquainted
with the manuscript through
doctoral research is useful, even if it
does try to cover too much ground
in the available space. And Pascale
Charron bravely and profitably
takes on the issue of colour and
grisaille in the Belleville Breviary
and other manuscripts, although the
illustrations are not always clear
enough to reveal the nuances at
issue. In Part 2, Mie Kuroiwa offers
a survey of the illuminator Mahiet’s
work, although she prefers ‘the
Saint Louis Master in place of his
“real” name’ because more work is
needed on attributions (p. 112).
Thus, a sobriquet is supplied
instead of a name because the name
is unstable, and the sobriquet used
without reserve, leaving the
bemused reader to reflect that it was
surely for such reasons that
Wölfflin advocated a
Kunstgeschichte ohne Namen. Here,
too, is a discussion of two

This is the sort of progress we get
in this book, and it is all that can
reasonably be expected given the
chosen approach and the general
rarity of new facts about great
artists. There is no deus ex archivo
here, and no new manuscript or
even miniature, although there is a
good deal of contextually solid
work. It should be said at once that
the editors have assembled a strong
cast of contributors, a number of
whom were up-and-coming at the
time of writing (the volume seems
to have had a protracted genesis).
With one disjointed and thinly
reasoned exception, the essays are
robust and interesting, and they
represent both American and
French scholarship. Roger Wieck
has been persuaded to write an
enjoyable, thought-provoking
introduction that manages to be
simultaneously supportive of the
project and (as I take it) reserved
about aspects of it, and – as always
with the Harvey Miller imprint –
the physical attractiveness of the
volume does justice to its subject.
The essays are divided into two
groups, the first five examining
manuscripts produced wholly or
partly by Pucelle, the second four
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illuminators whose work in the
same manuscript is
‘indistinguishable at times’ (p.
119), leading one to ponder how
anybody knows which is which, or
whether there really are two hands
in play at any given point. Such
problems are exposed in Marguerite
Keane’s informative and careful
essay on the Hours of Jeanne de
Navarre, where the author wonders
‘if it is appropriate to talk about a
personality or a group of artists
when we talk about Pucelle’ (p. 131
n. 5). This and other points she
makes about the difficulties of
attribution are well taken. The final
two essays involve patronage, with
Kyunghee Pyun arguing
convincingly for the non-royal
commission of pucellian
illumination with special reference
to the St-Denis Missal in the V&A.

his associates (p. 102). Russakoff’s
holistic discussion of the Miracles
de Nostre Dame is apparently the
first in print. Bonne of Luxembourg
is somewhat rehabilitated as a
patron of the arts (pp. 155-65), and
a potentially profitable avenue for
research thus highlighted.
Inevitably, perhaps, the idea of a
Pucelle ‘workshop’ is weighed in
the balance and found wanting (e.g.
pp. 112 n. 13, 131-5), though terms
such as ‘shop’, ‘circle’ and even
‘school’ still arise. Such
observations will go on fuelling the
scholarly debate in this major area
of medieval art history, and it is to
be hoped that technical analysis,
notably absent here, will further
unlock the subtleties of these
manuscripts and the names they
carry with them.

What really stands out here? Marc
Gil proposes backdating the Hours
of Jeanne de Navarre from c. 133640 to c. 1332-4, which would make
the involvement of Pucelle, who
died in 1334, seem possible again
(p. 35 and n. 52; see also pp. 1435). Even if François Avril’s
nomenclature sticks, Pucelle’s lack
of involvement in work so
remarkably like his own would beg
interesting questions. Elsewhere, a
new chronology and catalyst for
Mahiet’s efforts in the same
manuscript are proposed (pp. 1416). Barbara Boehm identifies the
origins of the Hours of Jeanne
d’Évreux not in marriage but rather
the consecration of a chapel of St
Louis at St-Denis in 1324 (p. 62).
According to Charron, eyeglasses,
or magnifying glasses of some sort,
must have been used by Pucelle and

SOME RECENT
PUBLICATIONS
Bibliographical details are as given
by contributors, press releases or
websites and the amount of
information is variable.
The Arcadian Library. Bindings
and provenance, ed. Giles
Mandelbrote & Willem de Bruijn
(Oxford: OUP, 2014) 336 pp. 500
illustr. ISBN 978 0 19 9654819.
£120.
Care and conservation of
manuscripts 14, ed. M. J. Driscoll
(Copenhagen: Museum
Tusculanum Press, 2014), 370 pp.
160 col.+ 40 half-tone illustr.
ISBN: 978-87-635-4204-3. DKK
250 / $43 / €34, discount at
webshop (www.mtp.hum.ku.dk).
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Catalogo dei codici miniati della
Biblioteca Vaticana. I. I manoscritti
Rossiani, 3 vols, ed. Silvia
Maddalo, with Eva Ponzi &Michela
Torquati (Città del Vaticano,
Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana,
2014). 2053pp., 690 col. illustr.
ISBN: 9788821009143. $360.

the IRHT international conference,
Paris, 2010).
Gothic Manuscripts: 1260-1320.
Part Two, Alison Stones (Turnhout:
Brepols). 2 vols, 1200 pp., 800 b/w,
100 col. illustr. ISBN: 978-1905375-95-0. €300.
The Great Cartulary of Berkeley
Castle, c. 1425, Bridget WellsFurby (Publications of the Bristol &
Gloucestershire Archaeological
Society, 2014) xiv + 510 pp. ISBN:
9780900197844. £30 post-free from
www.bgas.org.uk/publications.

A Catalogue of the Greek
Manuscripts at the Ecclesiastical
Historical and Archival Institute of
the Patriarchate of Bulgaria, I:
Bačkovo Monastery, Dorotei Getov
(Turnhout: Brepols, 2014),
xxii+532 pp., 173 b/w + 8 col.
illustr. ISBN: 978-2-503-55173-9.
€95.

Die Handschriften der
Stiftsbibliothek St. Gallen, Bd. 3:
Abt. V. Codices 670-749. Iuridica.
Kanonisches, römisches und
germanisches Recht, Philipp Lenz
& Stefania Ortelli (Wiesbaden:
Harrasowitz Verlag, 2014). xlviii,
402 pp. 13 plates. ISBN: 978-3447-10294-0. €118.

Digital Scholarly Editing, Elena
Pierazzo (Farnham: Ashgate, 2014).
224 pp. 10 b/w illustr. ISBN: 9781-4724-1211-9. £55 / $99.95; also
available as e-book: see
www.ashgate.com for details.
Diverting Authorities. Experimental
Glossing Practices in Manuscript
and Print, Jane Griffiths (Oxford:
OUP, 2014). 256 pp. b/w illustr.
ISBN: 978-0-19-965451-2. £60.
Also available as e-book (see
http://global.oup.com/uk/academic/
ebooks/).

Histoire d’Alexandre le Grand dans
les tapisseries au XVe siècle.
Fortune iconographique dans les
tapisseries et les manuscrits
conservés, Françoise Barbe, Laura.
Stagno & Elisabetta Villari
(Turnhout: Brepols, 2014). 279 pp.
91 b/w, 84 col. illustr. ISBN: 978-2503-54745-9. €110.

English Psalms in the Middle Ages,
1300-1450, Annie Sutherland
(Oxford: OUP, 2015). 320 pp.
ISBN: 978-0-19-872636-4. £60.
Also available as e-book.

Illuminators and Patrons in
Fourteenth-Century England: The
Psalter Hours of Humphrey de
Bohun and the Manuscripts of the
Bohun Family, Lucy Freeman
Sandler (London: British Library,
2014). 352 pp. 250 illustr. + DVD.
ISBN: 9780712357579. £60.

Entre stabilité et itinérance. Livres
et culture des ordres mendiants
XIIIe-XVe siècle, ed. Nicole Bériou,
Martin Morard & Donatella
Nebbiai (Turnhout: Brepols, 2014),
470 pp., 26 b/w illustr. ISBN: 9782-503-55019-0. €85. (Papers from

An Index of Images in English
Manuscripts from Chaucer to
Henry VIII. The British Library: the
Additional and Egerton Collections,
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Kathleen L. Scott (Turnhout:
Brepols, 2014), 352pp., 37 b/w
illustr. ISBN: 978-1-905375-63-9.
€115. (To be reviewed in a
forthcoming Newsletter).

Magna Carta: Law, Liberty,
Legacy, ed. Claire Breay & Julian
Harrison (London: British Library,
2015), 272 pp., 150 col. illustr.
ISBN: 9780712357647 (h/b),
9780712357630 (p/b). £40/£25.
(Catalogue of the exhibition noticed
on p. 15).

Insular Books. Vernacular
manuscript miscellanies in late
medieval Britain, ed. Margaret
Connolly & Raluca Radulescu
(Proceedings of the British
Academy, vol. 201; Oxford:
OUP/London: British Academy,
2015). 330 pp. col. illustr. ISBN:
978-0-19-726583-3. £70. (Includes
discussion of MSS in English,
Anglo-Norman, Welsh and Scots.
Publication scheduled for April
2015).

Magna Carta: Manuscripts and
Myths, Claire Breay (London:
British Library, 2015). 64 pp., 30
col. illustr. ISBN: 9780712358330.
£7.95.
Manuscript Miscellanies in Early
Modern England, ed. by Joshua
Eckhardt, and Daniel Starza Smith
(Farnham: Ashgate, 2014). 230 pp.
13 b/w illustr. ISBN: 978-1-47242027-5. £60 / $109.95. Also
available as e-book: see
www.ashgate.com for details.

Katalog der mittelalterlichen
Musikhandschriften der
Österreichischen
Nationalbibliothek Wien, Robert
Klugseder with Alexander Rausch,
Ana Čizmić, Vera Maria Charvat,
Oscar Verhaar, Eva Veselovská and
Hanna Zühlke, Codices Manuscripti
& Impressi. Supplementum 10
(Purkersdorf: Verlag Brüder
Hollinek, 2014). ISSN 0379-3621
Also freely accessible as an e-book
at http://e-book.fwf.ac.at/o:599.

Manuscripts of the Latin Classics
800-1200, ed. Erik Kwakkel
(Leiden University Press, 2015).
224 pp. 23 col. illustr. ISBN:
9789087282264. Scheduled to
appear April 2015.
Les manuscrits autographes en
français au Moyen Âge. Guide de
recherches, Olivier Delsaux and
Tania van Hemelryck, with
contributions by Gilbert Ouy
(Turnhout: Brepols, 2014). 285 pp.,
14 b/w illustr. ISBN: 978-2-50352279-1. €71.

The Latin Cartulary of Godstow
Abbey, Emilie Amt (Oxford:
OUP/London: British Academy,
2014) 450 pp. ISBN: 978-0-19726558-1. £100.

Marks of Genius. Masterpieces
from the Collections of the Bodleian
Libraries, Stephen Hebron (Oxford:
Bodleian Libraries, 2015), 360 pp.
200 col. illustr. ISBN: 978-1851242665. £40.

The Library of the abbey of La
Trappe. A study of its history from
the twelfth century to the French
Revolution, with an annotated
edition of the 1752 catalogue,
David N. Bell (Turnhout: Brepols,
2014, XIV, 648 pp., 3 b/w illustr.
ISBN: 978-2-503-54571-4. €125.

The Medieval Manuscripts at
Maynooth. Explorations in the
Unknown, Peter J. Lucas & Angela
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M. Lucas (Dublin: Four Courts
Press, 2014), 308pp. col. illustr.
ISBN: 978-1846825347. €40.

Skies of Parchment, Seas of Ink.
Jewish Illuminated Manuscripts, ed.
Marc Michael Epstein (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 2015).
288 pp., 278 col. illustr. ISBN:
9780691165240. $60 / £41.95.

Medieval Manuscripts from
Würzburg in the Bodleian Library.
A Descriptive Catalogue, Daniela
Mairhofer (Oxford: Bodleian
Library, 2014). 856 pp. 8 col.
plates, 133 b/w illustr. ISBN: 978 1
85124 419 5. £200 / US$350.

PERIODICALS
Peritia. Journal of the Medieval
Academy of Ireland
Authors wishing to submit articles
for volume 26 (2015) are
encouraged to do so by e-mail to
editors@peritia.ie before 30 June
2015. Submissions after this date
will be considered for volume 27
(2016). Before submitting, authors
should familiarise themselves with
the peer-review policies and style
sheet: see www.http://peritia.ie/.

Miracles in Miniature: The Art of
the Master of Claude de France,
Roger S. Wieck with Francisco H.
Trujillo (New York: The Morgan
Library & Museum, 2014). 104 pp.
93 col. illustr. $25. ISBN: 978-087598-167-3.

The Newton Papers. The strange
and true odyssey of Isaac Newton’s
manuscripts, Sarah Dry (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2014).
256pp. ISBN: 978 0 19 995104 5.
£19.99 / US $29.95.

Bibliothèque de l’École des
chartes
Vols. 1-167 (1839-2009), of this
journal (ISSN: 03736237 E-ISSN:
19538138) are now available
online via Jstor at:
www.jstor.org/action/showPublicat
ion?journalCode=biblecolchar.

66 Manuscripts from the
Arnamagnæan Collection, ed.
Driscoll, M.J. & Svanhildur
Óskarsdóttir (Copenhagen:
Museum Tusculanum Press, 2015).
248 pp., 159 col. illustr. ISBN: 97887-635-4264-7. 298 DKK / $52 /
€40 (discounted price at webshop:
address). Published in collaboration
with the Arnamagnæan Institute at
the Department of Nordic Research,
Copenhagen and the Árni
Magnússon Institute for Icelandic
Studies, Reykjavík. Commemorates
the 350th anniversary of the birth of
the Icelandic scholar and
antiquarian Árni Magnússon. The
book includes description of 66
manuscripts from the collection,
introduction to Magnússon’s life,
and a chapter on book production in
the medieval period.

Scriptorium
The issues for the years 1946-56
are now freely accessible via the
Persée website at:
www.persee.fr/web/revues/home/p
rescript/revue/scrip. The issues for
the years up to 1978 will follow,
and then, progressively, the rest.
Eventually it is expected that all
issues will be made available
always except those for the most
recent five years. but for the last
five years of publication.
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WEBSITES & ONLINE
RESOURCES

Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana,
Venezia: Archivio dei possessori
http://marciana.venezia.sbn.it/labiblioteca/cataloghi/archiviopossessori.
This archive lists and provides
photographic documentation of
marks of ownership in printed
books and manuscripts from the
library, including ex libris, stamps,
notes of possession and readers’
annotations. Designed to allow
participation of other libraries, the
archive complememts existing
catalogues and is a useful tool for
provenance research.

Bayerische Staatsbibliothek:
Forschungsdokumentation
Handschriften
www.bsbmuenchen.de/literatursuche/spezial
bestaende/handschriften-undnachlaesse/forschungsdokumentatio
n-handschriften/.
The BSB has kept records of
publications on the collections of
the Department of Manuscripts
since about 1950. For bound
manuscripts (excluding music) this
has been done as exhaustively as
possible. Information is drawn from
offprints and statutory copies sent
in by authors or publishers as well
as a systematic review of books and
numerous periodicals acquired for
the reference library of the
department. Articles and books
published in the 19th century to the
present are included. The old card
index was replaced from 2003 by a
database. By now there are almost
200,000 entries relating to
manuscripts and rare print
publications.

FAMA database: Œuvres latines
médiévales à succès
(http://fama.irht.cnrs.fr)
FAMA (Fama Auctorum Medii
Aevi) derives from a collaborative
project between the École nationale
des chartes and the IRHT, and
developed by at the IRHT.
The database brings together
information about medieval Latin
texts which were copied
extensively, in order to facilitate
research on their readership, literary
genres, and their relative popularity
at different periods and in different
region. Details of the number of
surviving manuscript witnesses of
the most widely-read works are also
included, and these can be sorted by
number of copies, genre, country
and date. The database already has
records of 1069 texts and of 9719
manuscripts. Researchers are
encouraged to submit their own lists
of works with wide circulation in
the Middle Ages, by e-mail to
fama@irht.cnrs.fr. All such
contributions will be fully
acknowledged in the relevant
record.

e-codices: Virtual Manuscript
Library of Switzerland
This website continues to add more
manuscripts to its virtual library,
providing free access to all
medieval and a selection of modern
manuscripts of Switzerland by
means of a virtual library. By now
it contains nearly 1300 manuscripts
from more than 50 different
collections and continues to be
updated and extended. For a list of
manuscripts recently uploaded, visit
www.e-codices.unifr.ch/de/list/all/
LastUpdate.
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century German scribe to advertise
his skills to potential clients.

Manutius Network 2015
Events to mark the 500th
anniversary of the death of Aldus
Manutius (c. 1451–1515) continue
throughout the year. Full details are
available at
www.cerl.org/collaboration/manuti
us_network_2015/main.

MSS & ARCHIVES NEWS
Photography in the Manuscripts
Reading Room at the British
Library
As of 16 March 2015, self-service
photography is permitted in the
Manuscripts Reading Room. Many
manuscripts can now be
photographed by readers using their
cameras or phones. A number of
items cannot be photographed: this
includes select and restricted
material, papyri, ostraka, and seals.
Further information about the
regulations governing this policy
can be found on the British Library
website (www.bl.uk).

Pyle. A Gateway to Greek
Manuscripts
The new version of this website is
available, with a new address:
www.pyle.it.
MSS at Staatsbibliothek Berlin
http://staatsbibliothek-berlin.de/diestaatsbibliothek/abteilungen/handsc
hriften/abendlaendischehandschriften/signaturenuebersicht/.
This resource enables users to view
a list by collection and shelfmark of
all 23,000 medieval and modern
manuscripts held in Berlin and to
see whether a digital facsimile or
online description en ligne exists or
if the manuscript is available for
consultation in the library.

Digitised MSS at Utrecht
University Library
The latest addition to the series of
digitised manuscripts available
online is a 15th-century copy of
Gregory the Great’s Moralia in Job,
illuminated in Utrecht. This
theological treatise on Christian
ethics was intended for the clergy,
and this is also true for MS 87 (3 A
3) which belonged to the Utrecht
Augustinian Canon Regulars of the
Regulierenklooster. This sumptuous
manuscript, completed by 1448, has
35 decorated initials of which 12
are beautifully historiated. To a
large extent these reflect the
traditional imagery of the Moralia
but are striking for the number of
strange and fanciful creatures which
also appear. The codex has retained
its contemporary 15th-century
binding of brown calf over wooden
boards. See

Bibliothèque nationale de France
http://bnf.libguides.com/manuscrits
This new online guide to the BnF’s
department of manuscripts is a
useful starting point for readers,
providing information on
collections, catalogues, practical
information as well as news items.
A Medieval Scribe’s
Advertisement-Sheet
http://mssprovenance.blogspot.co.u
k/2015/01/an-unpublishedmedieval-scribes.html.
Peter Kidd describes a fragment in
the Free Library, Philadelphia: part
of a sheet of samples of script and
decoration, it was later cut up for
use as a pastedown, but presumably
was originally made by a 15th33
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http://bc.library.uu.nl/moralityjob.html.

of Lady Charlotte Guest’s
translation of the Mabinogion.

Arthurian Collection at Bangor
University Library and Archives
Flintshire County Libraries has
recently donated its E.R. Harries
Arthurian Collection to Bangor
University; now the collection is
being curated, preserved and
managed by the Library and
Archives Service. The collection
was originally donated to Flintshire
County Libraries in 1952 by E.R.
Harries, a former librarian of the
county. Flintshire County Library
Services then added further stock. It
now contains over 2,000 items of
interest to scholars and general
readers alike. This collection now
enhances Bangor’s existing
collection and has also added to the
rare book collection which the
Library and Archives Service holds.
Scholars who would have
previously had to travel to both
Mold and Bangor will now find
these resources in the same
location.

The arrival of the new collection
was celebrated on 16 April through
a public lecture given by Arthurian
scholar Dr Roger Simpson, on
‘Arthur: the King that Never Left
Us’. The lecture and exhibition
form part of a collaboration
between the School of English
Literature and Bangor Library and
Archives under the umbrella of ‘A
Celebration of 50 years of
Arthurian Studies at Bangor’.
Future plans include the inclusion
of all the items on the online
Bangor catalogue, in a format that
makes visible the association with
the collection, and the founding of a
Bangor Centre for Arthurian
Studies, which will encourage the
study of the rare books that have
just been added to Bangor’s
existing Arthurian collection. Both
the library and archives and the
School of English also plan to
organise a host of public
engagement activities.

A number of rare books from the
collection were displayed which in
a recent exhibition at the
University, curated by Dr Raluca
Radulescu. These included a 1568
edition of Gildas’s De excidio et
conquestu Brittaniae, a 1718 black
letter edition of Thomas Rymer’s
Prophecies, as well as a number of
deluxe limited editions of Alfred,
Lord Tennyson’s Idylls of the King
illustrated by Gustave Doré,
original editions of Le Morte
Darthur with illustrations by
Aubrey Beardsley (including the
1893 Dent edition printed on Dutch
handmade paper) and rare editions

Cardiff Manuscripts in Limbo?
As Newsletter 63 went to press, it
was understood that the important
collection of manuscripts at Cardiff
Central Library would be
transferred to the Glamorgan
Record Office, following the
closing of the Library’s manuscripts
and archives reading area.
As the present Newsletter goes to
press, however, the transfer has
apparently not taken place and the
fate of the manuscripts remains
uncertain.
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deals worth €850m. But his
company and accounts were frozen
in November 2014 while police
began to look into the finances,
suspecting a Ponzi-type scheme.
The firm holds some 135,000 items,
from illuminated medieval
manuscripts to modern literary
papers, held at Lhéritier’s Musée
des Lettres et Manuscrits in Paris.
See http://forum.actufinance.fr/desnouvelles-d-aristophil-P228009/.

French manuscripts Ponzi
scheme?
A well-known French manuscripts
dealer, Gérard Lhéritier, was taken
into police custody in February and
placed under formal investigation
for fraud. Lhéritier, who has run a
company called Aristophil for 15
years, had been advising clients on
buying shares in valuable
manuscripts and archives,
promising high returns, with his
18,000 clients apparently making

BRITISH
LIBRARY’S
GREEK
MANUSCRIPTS
DIGITISED
London British Library,
MS Add. 37007, f 3r
Miniature of St Luke, from a
recently digitised 13thcentury Gospel lectionary
(Gregory-Aland l 1495),
probably created at the
Monastery of St Nicholas in
Pentrochonte, Albania.
See the report, p. 6, on the
British Library’s Greek
Manuscripts Digitisation
Project.
© By kind permission of the
British Library
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CAMBRO-HIBERNIAN TRAVELS

Giraldus Cambrensis: Topographia Hibernica
Marginal drawings from an early 14th-century manuscript of works by Giraldus
Cambrensis and Geoffrey of Monmouth, which has returned to Ireland after a long
exile, which included an interlude in the hands of the prominent Welsh polymath,
Lewis Morris (1701-65).
See report by Bernard Meehan on p. 19.
© By kind permission of the Board of Trinity College Dublin.
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